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METHODOLOGY AND STRATEGY rROBLEMS IN 

LONGITUDINAL RESEARCH* 

Magnusson, D. Methodology and strategy proble~s in longi
tudinal research. The Orebr6 project, Department of Psycho
logy, University of Stockholm, No. 43, 1978. - The purpose 
of the paper was to discuss a few general problems in plann
ing and conducting longitudinal research. As a background 
a short overview is given of a longitudinal project on indi
vidual development and adjustment, which started by the first 
data collection 1965. In the project two full age groups, 
born in 1952 and 1955 respectively, each consisting of about 
1,100 boys and girls from Qrebro, have been followed and in
vestigated in extensive data collections for the total groups 
and in intensive studies ;for small, homogeneous groups. 
Three general problems in longitudinal research are discussed; 
(a} the profits of investigating successive age cohorts, (b) 
the advantage and problems connected with studying representa
tive samples, and (c) information and communication problems 
in large scale data collections. In the discussion of the 
problems under (b) special interest is devoted to methods 
by which very heterogeneous· samples of subjects with respect 
to intelligence and social background can be studied. 

Ket wor;-ds; Longi.tudinal, age coho;t;"ts, person by situation inter
actions, information, conununication 

*The p~qject is financed by the Swedish Board of Education, the Swedish 
Ter.centena);'y ;Fund, the Swedish Council for Planning and Coordination of 
:R,esearch, and the Na.ti.onal Swedis.h Board of Uniyer.siti.es and Colleges. 
Scienti,~ic director. is Da.vi.d Ma,gnusson and pr.oj ect leader Anders Duner. 



:Most researchers can understand tha;t longitudinal reserach i.nyolyes 
many problems, and problems which do not ari,se in trad~ti.ona.l eros~~ 
sectional research_, be i_t laboratory- experiJ9enta or .field studies, Ho~ 
ever, the full iropli.cat:i..ons oi; planning, l'erfoPlli,ng and report;i:.ng a longi .... 
tudinal project cannot be foreseen by theoreti.cal analyses alone, The:y 
must be lea~ned through experience, The conaequences of bad pLanning can 
be serious. in cross-sectional studies but i.n longitudinal ;resea:r;tch they 
can be disastrous, The. need for foreseeing problell}s and handling them 
effectively is therefore much greater in ·longitudinal research. !n this 
report a few problems met in longi:tudinal research, e.spe.cially in large 
scale studies of groups representative for ages, will be described and 
discussed against the background of experiences gained in a longitudinal 
project at our department, I have led this project in close cooperation 
with Anders Duner. 

TWO TY~ES OF LONGITUDINAL PROJECTS 

The distinction between two types of longitudinal px-ojects with 
respect to their ultimate aims may be appropriate and fruitful, namely 
between what will be designated desa~iptive longitudinal projects~ and 
problem-oriented longitudinal projects. Each of them has its own charac~ 
teristics with respect to the planning and carrying through_ dat~ collec..-
tions and to the analyses of the data obtained. · · 

Descriptive longitudinal projects 

Characteristic fo~ a descriptive longf;.tudinal p';l:'oject is that a 
certain variable or variables are studied as a function ot functions o;f 
age. The parameters considered may be means, ranges, distributions, i.nter""" 
correlations (stability and change in patterns of correlations over t~e, 
longitudinal E;tability of single variables, etc.} for such v·ariables as 
intelligence, achievement, interests, etc. (See e.g., Bayley, 1955; 
Block, 1971; Magnusson & Backteman, 1977a, b}, 

Descriptive longitudinal studies imply the investigation of the sall}e 
variable or variables over time. Once the decision has been ~ade a~ to 
which variables are to be studied, they remain the same and are covered 
by data collected when the subjects reach certain ages, The problems in 
this kind of research are mainly two. 

First, one and the same psychological·va~iable, say an intelligence 
factor or anxiety, may (al change its psychological content, and/o;t;" (b} 
change its manifest eXpressions insofa);' as they can be studied by stan
dardized tests-~ self-ratings, O);' rating~ by others~ This implies that 
using the same instrument. or. .D)ethod for data collecti.on does not guarantee 
that the same. unde;r;l'y-~ng J?Sychological va.J:i.able is actually studied, The 
same method fo'l:' data collection applied to th_e same -ye;t;ballr· de~i.ned ya..
riable may actually covel;' differ;rent psychological characteristics of the 
individuals at di.tferent ages, The;t;"efox-e~ the choice of data for inveati.,.. 
gating the variables under. consideration at different stages o,i; develop~ 
ment is an important problem. 

Secondly, thex-e are the general problema involved in measuring 
change, whether it i.s a matte');' o.f choosing the relevant unit forr develop"'"' 
mental curves or a matter of interpreting and comparing patterns of corre-
lations at different ages. · 
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Froblem-oriented longi,tudinal proj ecta 

Problem-oriented longitudinal projects? rather than studying deyelop
ment for a given set of variables, are directed towards investigating a 
certain problem or set o;f ~roblems by following individuals oyer a ·period 
of time. Such studies may concern the development of crimina,l behavior, or 
the educational and vocational career. A problem-0riented longi.tudi,nal 
project implies the same main problems as those involved in descriptive 
projects, i.e. the choice of appropriate methods fo'1:' data collecti,on, 
once the variables have been defined, and the choice o;f appxopriate ways 
of measuring change. These problems will be. even more accentuated in , 
problem-oriented projects. Moreover, problem-oriented projects deal with 
variables which will not necessarily, and perhaps not very o:eten, be the 
same at different ages. They cannot be chosen once and for all. A problem
oriented longitudinal project, then, ):"equires very, careful planning and a 
heavy word load not only from the beginning, but also at every new stage, 
in order to a~certain which va'riaQle should be investigated and which methods 
are the most effective. The demands on the care and sophistication of the 
data analysis are also heightened considerably, since, ;for one ma,tte;r:, we 
are faced with .different kinds of data ;for different variables at different 
ages. 

THE OREBRO PROJECT - A PROBLEM-ORIENTED LONGITUDrNAL PROJECT 

Thirteen years ago, 1965, the first data we1:"e collected in a problem
oriented longitudinal research project, called the Qrebro project, from the 
name of the town in central Sweden where it is being performed, 

The main purpose 

In very general terms, the aim of the project is to study how an 
individual""s life situation as an adult, as it can be described by others 
and as it is experienced by the individual himself, has its roots in a de
velopmental process in which potential person factors interact with phy~ical, 
social, and psychological facto'l:'s in the environment, 

This general formulation of the purpose had to be broken down into 
more specific terms to be useful ;for steering the planning and per;fo~ance 
of the project. From the start, data collection and data treatment have 
been concentrated on a few proBlem areas, of which the main ones axe the 
following: 

1. The predictive value of ea'rly indicators o;f possible mal..
adj us tmen t. 

2. Stability of single adjustment symptoms or patterns o;f 
symptoms, and sequences of changes (see Magnusson & Backte
man, 19 7 7 a, b 1. 

3. The educational and vocational career and its impact on 
the life situation (see Duner, 1978; Ekehammar, 1977, 
1978). 

4. The developmental process underlying criminal behavior 
among boys (see Olofsson, 1971}. 
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5. Qye::r;achi..eve:rnent as a stable person characteristic and 
its long-te!11} consequences for the adult life situation 
(see Be;t;gn}an & Magnusson, in press; Magnusson, 1976a, 
1978}. 

6. Norms and values and their role for the adult life situa
tion (see Henriksson, 1973). 

7. Neglect, isolatation, and reJection at the age of eleven, 
and their relation to the adult life situation (see 
Zetter.gren, 1978}. 

Other studies have been performed, e.g., one concerning creativity 
and its relation to adjustment at school. 

Two crucial concepts; extrinsic and·intrinsic adjustment 

Two major aspects of individual development and the life situation 
have played a crucial role in the planning and carrying through of the 
investigation and in the planning of future research~ namely extrin8i·o 
and intrinsic adjustment. 

Extrinsic adjustment refers to the degree of agreement between ~n 
individual~s factual behavior and achievement on the one hand and the 
demands and expectations directed at him, as a consequence of his roles 
in family life, working li~e, social life, and so on, on the other. 
We mean the i~dividual""s way of deall.ng with his. potential capacities 
in relation to the demands from his environment, completely divorced from 
the positive or negative value we might like to attach to such an adjust.,.. 
ment. Extrinsic adjustment is the individual~s life situation as it can 
be observed and evaluated by others. 

Intrinsic adjustment refers to the individual,..s own perception of 
and satisfaction with his family life, working li~e, social life, etc. 
Thus, intrinsic adjustment is the individual""s life situation from his 
own point of view. 

Subjects 

In view of the project .... s purpose, it was desired that the saiQple 
of subjects should be as representative as· possible for the age group~ 
In order to minimize saiQpling problems as well as the crucial problem of 
drop-out during the followi.ng up stages, and to permit a more intense 
investigation of enviJ;Ontllental factol;'s, it was decided to study a com-· 
plete age group in one local area, rather than to take a representative 
sample of individuals froJI} all oyer the country. Such a st;r:ategy also 
makes the planning and pe;~;.for,t;ming o.f the data collections less expensive 
and less till)e consuii}ing. 

The final decision was to perfom the study in Orebro, a town in 
Sweden with about 100,000 inhabitants, with a differentiated school s?'s
tem at different levels

11 
and with a heterogeneous industrial structure. 

Data from the project have shown that the socioeconomic standard there 
is somewhat higher than the average for Sweden. 

Two age groups of pupils from the Qrebro school system .t"ormed the 
subject groups of the project, one consisting o.f the pupils born in 1955~ 
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the other of those boxn in 1952, The ~;i._~st of thes.e p,ge groups has been 
our main [J~9UP, and the second our pilot fJrpup. Each ot the. groups con..
sisted from the beginning of about 1,000 boys and girls, 

The number of pupils for whom data are available for different age 
levels and the nuiiJber who have been followed oyer di.fferent tiroe :i-nteryals 
are presented for the main group in Table 1, 

The start populations of the pilot and the ma1n g:(oup we;re defined 
as those who attended the local schools in the spring of 1965, when the 
first data collection took place. This means that institutionalized 
children were excluded from the investigation. 

Table 1. Sizes o;f groups for which data exist ;for different grades and 
combinations of g;rades. Main group, 

Grades Boys Girls Total 

Total grade 3 515 510 1,025 
Total grade 6 543 557 1,100 
Total grade 8 600 590 1~190 
Total grade 9 609 578 1,187 
3, 6 and 8 421 440 861 
3, 6 not 8 31 27 58 
3 and 6 452 467 919 
6 and 8, not 3 81 65 146 
6 and ·8 502 505 1,007 
8, not 3 or 6 94 83 177 
3 and 9 418 431 849 
3 and 11 264 234. 498 
3 and 12 102 85 187 
9 and 11 358 306 664 
9 and 12 141 114 255 
3' 6' 8, 9, 11, 12 101 85 186 

Variables 

As underlined in the introduction, the developmental process in 
which an individual~s adult life situation has its roots is regarded as 
a continuous interaction between person factors and environmental factors. 
Physical, social and psychological factor:s in the environment are highly 
influential. The interaction is bidirectional; the individ~al is an active 
agent in the process and affects his environment in many ways. These state
ments are fundaments in an interactional model of behavior (see Endler & 
Magnusson, 1976; Magnusson~ 1976b; Magnusson & Endler? 1977}. The inter~ 
actional view leads to the conclusion that it is essential to investigate 
both person and environment ;factors to understand the developmental process 
in which an adult~s life situation has its roots. Once this conclusion 
has been formulated~ it seems obvious, Even so, it has not had the impact 
one might expect on actual research strategies for investigating develop
ment. 

Person variables. On the person side one of the basic principles 
behind the planning of the strategy in the present project has been to 
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study both ps.ychologicp.l p,nd somatic yp,ri~bles, Too much on 
deveiopment has ;failed to consider the inevitable, continuous interac~ 
tion between psychological and somatic ~actors in tb_e indiyidual develop
ment process. Obviously? the. character of; the data collected on psycho
logical.va~iables in a ce~tain situation may be strongly a;t;;t;ected by the 
somatic status of the person in that situation, A good example is motiva
tion; if this is studied at puberty in psychological terms only~ without 
considering the indivi:dual .... s somatic status~ one may be grossly misled, 

Totally a large number of person characteristics have been covered~ 
using various methods for data c~llection. The variables can be separat
ed roughly into (1) person variables of trait character with a subdivision 
into (a) psychological, and (b) somatic variables, and (2) adjustment 
variables with a subdivision into (a) intrinsic and (b} extrinsic adjust
ment variables. This categorization, which is used below to present the 
variables studied for the main group is arbitrary Some of the variables 
could be classified both as trait and as adjustment variables~ for 
example. 

Psychological t~ait variables. Table 2 lists the psychological 
trait variables, with comments as to when data collections were made, 
whether data were collected for the total main group or for a sample, 
and the methods used. 

Table 2. Psychological trait variables. 

Type ot vnriable Tot41 group Snmplc Investigation 
investigation inve:stigntion year 

1. e .. Ccner.1l int:c lleetua 1 Objective tesu 1968 8 1970 
·· cap~cit:y 

b. Creative .1bility Objective tests 1971 
e .. Aspiration level . Vocation~! question- 1968, 1970, 19718 

naires 1974 
Vocational diffcren- 1970, 1971 
ti•tl 
Teacher ratings 1968 

do Norms. attitudes. Semantic differential 1968~ 19:a 
evaluations technique 

· Student questionnaire, 1969 
situations 
Vocational question- 1968 1970, 1971' 
Daire 1974 
Vocational differential 1970. UHl 
Student questionn~i~e. 1971 
self-report 
delinquency 
Student questionn~ire 1973, 1974 

•• Interests and Student questionnaire 1911, 1973, 
activities 1974 

f. Personality 1973 

2. Ceneral cmotionnl level Student questionnaire 1970 
(anxiety, un~asincss, symptoms 
depression. c:c.) 
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Somatiu t~a~t vari,qble$. A ~epresentative &ample o~ 225 boys and girls 
was inves.tigated with respect to a number o,f; somatic variables, These were 
chosen to covel;' b;r;a.in activity (EEG), ho:t;Tnonal ,f;unction (urinary exc);'etion 
of adrenaline and noradrenaline} in neutral and i.n s.t:r;-ess;f:ul situations~ 
physical capacity (ergometer cycle measures~ lung capacity, etc.}~ and bio
logical age (ossi;t:ica.tion measu;r;e), The total ma.i.n g;r;oup underwent a medical 
examination, which illi.uninated various aspects o:( somatic status, The 
variables measured, the ages at which data were collected and the methods 
for their collection are reported in Table 3. 

Table 3. Somatic variables. 

Type·of variable 

a. ~ncr3l physical capacity 
(workin~ c~?~city) 

b. KeurophsyloloGicnl 
a hunt ion 

c. Horu~nal excretion 

2. Total somatic 

Total group 
invet.:t ig<1tion 

Snmple 
investir.ation 

Ad rena 1 inc and 
noradrenaline 
114UUIUI'CIS 

He~sures of 
osd.fication 

Hecfical 
examination 

lnvcsti.gntlon 
year 

19151 

1967 

1970 

1966 

Ext-rinsic adjustment v~iabZes. Roughly? an individual .... s extrinsic 
adjustment can be exp;~;essed as (a) the degree to which he uses his poten
tial capacities to meet demands and expectations as to achievement, and 
(b) the extent to which he meets demands and expectations as to social 
behavior. Table 4 lists the variables chosen to cover these two aspects 
of extrinsic adjustment. 

Table 4. Extrinsic adjustment. 

of variable 

1 .. Scholastic achievcoent ... Absolute achievecent ... AchieveDcnt relative 
to the individual-s 
capacity 

e .. Grades 

2. Social beh.wior ... lehavior in relation 
to cl~u11ammtea 

... Behavior in classro~ 

c .. lllh&~ .. !or at heme 

... Behavior in society 

Total sroup 
invcstication 

Objective tests 

Objective tests 
Objective tests 

methods 

Teacher radngs 

Parent question-
a a he 
Reghter dat.'l 
Student questionnaire 

Teacher interview 1966 
1965, 

Teacher interview 1966 
1965,. 

196-7 
1968, 

1968, 1970 
1963 

1968 
1968. 1970 

1968. 1971 

1968 

1970, 1971 



Fo:r achieye.Il}ent, two _mea~ures are reJ?o:rted in Table 4; "Absolute 
achievement" denotes the. leyel of achi.evement as expressed b¥ sums of 
scores for objective? standardized tests or. by grades; '';R,elatiye 
achLevell}ent" reters to tactual achievement in relation to intelligence 
cal?acity, as measured by intelligence tests, One way of expressing 
individual relative achl..eyeii}ent is to take the difference between the 
actual score on an achievell}ent tes·t, for example, and the predicted score 
on the same test for the s·~e individual based on his intelligence level, 
If this difference is positive, i.e. if the individual achieves more 
than could be expected from his intelligence level, he may be called an 
overachiever; if the actual achievement is lower than expected, he may 
be called an underachiever. The measure o~ relative achievement has 
proved to be a very useful person characteristic (see Bergman & Magnusson~ 
1976; Magnusson, 1976a). 

Int~insic adjustment Va.x'iabZea. As defined earlier~ data ,fol;' in
trinsic adjustment are best obtained ;from the indivi.dual himself, via 
his own descriptions of how he feels about his situation~ Indirectly? 
an individual~s satisfaction with his life situation may be evaluated 
from information from other persons, e.g., by r.atings of dependency~ 
security, disharmony, etc. · 

The main variables for intrinsic adjustment are reported in Table 5, 

Table 5. Intrinsic adjustment. 

Total group Sample Invc:uati&&~tion 
Type of v<triable invc.stir:adon invc stir,.:! t ion year 

1. Experienced satisfaction 
of nceds 11 etc. 1965, 1968, 1970, 
.... Total experience of Stu4ent questionnaire 1971. 1912' 197)-7 

school Vocational question- 1968. 1970, l97l' 
u!re 1973, 1974 

Student interview 1966 

b .. Experience of school Student ~ucstionn3ire 1965, 1968, 1970. 
WE'~ 1971 

Student interview 1966 
e .. Experience of teacher Student interview 1966 

conuct 
1965. 1968, 1911 •• Experience of peer Student questionnaire 

contact Student#s ratings of 
own sociometric status 

Student interviev 1966 

•• Experience of parent Student questionnaire 1969. 1970. 1971 
contact 

!!. Experienced somatic Student questionnaire 1965, 1968, 19il 

aympco::1s 1966 

Syoptor..ts in b~h.avior Teacher rad.ngs 1965. 1968, 1971 
l. P3rent quc~tion~aire 1965, 1968 

(disharmony, confidence, 1965, 1968 
ve11-being. etc.) P~er ratings 

Student ~uestio~n3ire 1970 
symptoms 

Teacher intcrvi~w 1966 
Parent interview 19~6 
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Environmental ya:t;"iables 

In the presentation of the Oxebro project? Magnusson? Dun€r and 
Zetterblom (1975) discussed how the physical and social enviroiUl}ental 
factors influencing individual deyelopii}ent and i.ndi.yi.dual behayior can be 
described on different levels~ in mi..cro- and macro terms, Thi.s di.stinc~ 
tion has been elaborated more recently by Bronfenbrenner (1977L. 

The social and the physical environmental variables which have been 
covered are reported in Table 6. 

Table 6. Environmental variables, 

1. School environment 

a. Teacher relations 
b. Peer person41ity 

e. Peer relations 

2.. !lome environment 

a. Economic situ3tion 
of boca, d~elling 
~Standard. etc. 

b. Parents~ educational 
level 
Attitudes and norms of 
parents 

Teacher ratings 
See Individu.,l 
variables 
Sociometric ceasures 

Parent questionnaire 

3. External dwelling environment Social ecological data 

4. Material standard of the Social ecological data 
ecbool · 

ion 

1968, 1911 

1968. 1970 

1968 

1968 

1966 

1969 

1969 

The va;a:i.ables listed i.n Table 6 all :represent micro-aspects of the 
environment, the home, the classroom, the schoolgrounds~ and leisure~time 
facilities, The characteristics of the physical environment at school 1 at 
places for leisure activities, on the way· from home to school, etc.;. have 
been mapped in socio-ecological studies. 

For some studies, macro-aspects have been and will be of special inte~ 
rest. This is, for example, the case when we need information about the 
labour market, in order to evaluate the vocational and educational career 
for individuals and groups. 

Data collection 

Since the start of the project, large .... scale data collections have 
been performed regularly on the subjects of the whole main group at ages 
judged to represent essential stages in development, i.e. 10? 13~ 15 and 
16 years. Data for specific variables were collected at appropriate 
stages. For example~ data relevant for the study of the educational and 
vocational career were collected each time the subjects had to ~a.ke. ~ 
choice as to what educational program to follow. 
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Scvr;pZe invea,t~f]ctt~Qna haye been per~orli}ed in two main studie&, 
Data 1:or somatic variables were collected for a sample of about 225 
boys and girls. In a s.tud:y of aspects of social neglect and/or mobbing 
a sample of 90 boys and girls. has been a,nal:yzed intensively. One study 
involved a close examination of drop-out from school, In these cases the 
appropriate data could be obtained for only one individual at a time. 
Data collection .fo:r the whole group would have been top expensive, 

The data collected ,fall into three categories, 

(al Basic informat?.-on on total g;roups. Data have been collected 
on pupils at the ages of 10~ 13 and 15 years (grades 3, 6 and 8} concern
ing the following main areas~ and using the following main .methods; 

Area 

Domestic background, 
domestic situation 

Intrinsic adjustment, 
satisfaction etc. 

Classmate relationships 

Extrinsic adjustment: behavior 

Intelligence, knowledge 

Attitudes and values 

in sehool 
at home 
in society 

Methods for data collection 

Parental Questionnaire 

Pupil Questionnaire 

Sociometric methods 

Teacher Ratings 
farental Questionnaire 
Public records 

Tests and grades given on report 
cards 

Semantic Differential 

(b) Information concerning speciaZ p-robZems collected in the course 
of sub-projects and applying to totaZ groups, e.g.: 

Norms 

Symptoms (girls) 

Criminality (boys) 

Study and vocational 
decisions 

Goals, values in life 

1 
Age. 

15 

15 

16 

13-19 

18 

Methods for data collection 

Situation Inventory 

Questionnaire 

Questionnaire, 
Situation Inventory 

Questionnaires 
Se!Ilantic di:f;fere.ntial 

Questionnaire 

1
school start is at 7. Grades 1-9 are in comp·;rehensive school.. In grade 

3 most children are 10, in grade 6 they are 13 and in gl;'ade 9 they a);'e 16. 
Upper secondary school (gymnasium) has th;r:-ee grades~ the students al;'e 
17-19 years old. 
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(c) Jnfo~at~on ooncernin~ spec~at p~obtems collected in the course 
o;e sub .... p;r;oj ects and conce;J;"ni,ng ;r;andoll} samples ;fl;'om the total g:r;oup, Used 
when expensive ll}ethods a~J;"e necessary, e,g~: 

Area Methods z;ox data colle,ction 

Social relations 
(N=90) 

Ase 

10"'"'12 Inte;r;view etc, 

Biological variables 
(N=225) 

Drop out problems 

Follow-up in adult life 

13-15 

16--17 

EEG, hormone analysis, ossi;fication 
measurements, physical achievell}ent 
capacity 

Interview, questionnaire 

The primary aim of the project is to study the interaction between 
an individual .... s person characteristics and environmental factors in de"~"", 
velopment and to see how this interaction leads to his adult life situation. 
This means that the final information is not available until adulthood and 
that criterion data have to be collected at that age, The main issues o~ 
the project can be properly elucidated only when we have data on the life 
situation of our subjects as adults. 

Life-situation investigation. Our subjects will be 25 years of age 
in 1980. At that time almos,t all of them have passed through the educa..
tional system and will have taken their place on the labour market, A 
follow-up study covering the life situation of our subjects is planned 
for performance at that time. 

The life situation can be seen from two angles, both of which will 
be studied in the follow-up in adulthood. 

1. The life situation in terms of factuaZ conditions and 
states: somatic status, work, education? family life, 
leisure activities, cultural activities, etc~ 

2. The life situation in terms of: subjective experience: 
satisfaotion with respect to work, family life, leisure 
activities, etc. 

Extensive and intensive data. Two kinds of extensive data, i.e. 
data for the total main group, will be collected, namely (a) data from 
public records? and (b) inventory data. Data of the first kind have prov
ed very useful in other studies, As regard inventories~ our experience 
o;f earlier data collecti,ons indicates that oul;' subjects are willing to 
answer these, even when considerable time has passed since they left 
school. 

Intensive data will be collected for groups of individuals~ either 
drawn at random to be representative of the total group or defined by 
some criterion related to a particular problem. In studying these ca,ses, 
all extensive data can be used as well as data that have been collected 
on a group~ for some speci;fic aim. These data collections will also be 
performed by instruments that have to be administe',t;'ed individually, e,g.~ 
interv,iews. 
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Investif!artion of the tot(t~ [J;!~Oup. The total g;roup o~ subjects is 
fail;'ly representative o;f the. total a~e group in the country, It will 
be o~ inte~est in itsel~ to describe the life situation, with respect 
to di.f~erent aspects of extrinsic and intrinsic adjust)llent:~ for a whole 
group with this composition~ One central questi.on to be dealt with 
us:i:.ng the data. on the. total group is the role of educational and voca~ 
tional career in the life situation. 

Studi;es of spec:ifio fJ:r»oups-. Right from the earl:y· planning stages, 
the collections of data have been steered by an interest in certain .Illain 
aspects o,f adjustment and development~ crimlnal behavioJ:, norll}s and values~ 
educational and vocational career~ and so on. During the course of the 
project, other problems not formulated originally have attracted atten
tion and become a ,focus of interest. 

One strategy ;for studying specific problems within the general .~~ame 
of reference is by studying groups 6;f individuals~ defined by criteria 
relevant for the problem in question. This strategy can be fulfilled in 
two ways. (a) By defining a group of subjects who,· at an early age, say 
eleven, meet the criterion~ and following them until adult life~ (b} By 
defining a group of adult individuals and looking at them~ in an absolute 
sense or in relation to the total group, in terms of appropriate variables 
at different stages of development. 

In another strategy the intereS't is directed not towal;'ds groups, but 
towards variables and their cross-sectional and longitudinal relationships. 

Using the two main strategies, the following five sub-projects are 
in focus as we plan the follo~up in adult life. 

1. The development o~·socially neglected and mobbed children 

The life situation at home~ at school, and during leisure time of 
fifteen boys and fifteen girls who were isolatedP neglected or mobbed in 
their school-classes, was- studied when these children were 10 to 11 years 
of age. As a control, the life situations of the same numbers of popular 
boys and girls and of randomly chosen boys and girls were investigated, 
The follow-up data hitherto collected on these 90 pupils will be available 
in the form of a report in the summer of 1978 (Zettergren, 1978}, What 
is now planned is a specific follow-up ot these boys and girls at the 
age of 25. 

It must be important to learn more about the possibility of good 
adjustment in adulthood ;for boys and girls who have been socially neglect
ed, isolated or mobbed during school years. The cases where development 
has been more successful or more positive than expected should be parti .... 
cularly worth investigating. Interest is ;focused on (a} actual incidents 
in the individual~s li;fe, (b) life circumstances after school~ (c} attitu
des and values expressed by the individual as an adult, (d} the descrip
tion and evaluation given by the adult ind±vidual of his actual situation 
at the age of 11 and of what has happened to him/her from early age to 
adult life. 

2, Overtly criminal boys .... men 

A ,follow-up in adulthood will be made of the b0ys who were overtly 
criminal at the age of 15~16. This study will also include men who are 
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registered in public records ~or cri~inal acts as adults without havin~ done 
so at the age of 15-16 acco;rding to our data, 

A follow-up will enable us to test the prediction models for criminal 
development which have been evolved in the project~ 

3. 

During recent years, particularly in the context of res.eaxch on stress 
in working life, much interest has been devoted to a ce;t:"tain personality 
type, characterized by type A-behavior (see ~riedman & Rosenman~ 1974L. 
Related to type A-behavior though not identical - is oyerachieve19e.nt~ i.e~ 
achievement above that expected for a given intelligence (se~ page }, 
Two results of interest for this issue have been obtained in the project: 
(a) The measure of relative achievement, i.e. the difference between actual 
achievement and predicted achievement~ is a fairly stable person charac
teristic for both boys and girls from the age of 10 to the age of 16-
(b) A .strong correlation exists between relative achievement and urinary 
adrenaline output. in a stressful examination situation in boys but not in 
girls. These findings led to the formulation of a series of follo~up 
studies, designed to illuminate the long-term consequences of. an. habitual 
overachievement pattern of behavior, and of sex differences in this respect, 

In this context we shall also investigate the group of individuals 
who had what may be called an overconformity pattern of behavior at an 
early age. There are some indications in our data that overconforming 
boys and girls show below-average intrinsic adjustment, i.e. lower satis
faction, lower self-confidence, etc. 

4. Predictive value of early indicators of maladjustment 

One of the main questions in the project has been the predictive value 
of early symptoms of possible maladjustment, for example, exaggerated 
aggressiveness, strong anxiety, strong inhibitions, etc. To what degree 
are such symptoms indicators of deep disturbance, with long-term conse
quences for the individual~s extrinsic and intrinsic adjustment in adult 
life? 

5. The reliability and validity of retrospective data 

One of the follow-ups planned will provide unique possibilities for 
studying the reliability and validity of retrospective data, Such data 
are used to a large extent as bases for far-reaching conclusions, both in 
research and in practical contexts, for example, in guidance~ admissions 
and placement, without their value in such connections having been in~ 
vestigated sufficiently. 

SUCCESSIVE AGE CORORTS 

As described we ;follow subjects o;f two age groups, those born in 
1952 and those born in 1955. The first one constitutes our pilot group 
and the second ou~ main group. The strategy of using two age groups 
differing by at least a few years in age~ was chosen for several reasons. 
It has obvious advantages with respect to resources and scientific 
outcome. 
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J;>el;'~O',OI}i.ng a longitudinal proj e.ct implies a series of theoretical, 
xgethodologtcal, strategical, and pxactical problems. The outcome of the 
pxoject is dependent upon the eftectiveness with which the problems have 
been foxeseen and handled from the beginning and at each stage of the 
pxoject~ A mistake at any stage of a longitudinal project will have much 
~ore serious and far-~eaching consequences for the researcher than a mis
take in a laboratory experiment. It is not possible to start anew, and 
the effects of a single mistake will follow and influence the project to 
its end. However, even with very careful planning, it is not possible 
to foresee and handle all the problems, e.g., drop-out, choice and con
structions of instruments, environmental conditions, etc, in the most 
effective way. Important lessons are learned at every stage of a longi
tudinal project. It would have been of great value if the information 
thus gained had been available from the beginning. 

By using two age groups of which the first serves as pilot group, 
it has been possible to gain experiences and information which have been 
invaluable for planning and performing data collections and data analyses 
on the main group. Besides experiences of the local environmental con
ditions for our project, in physical, organizational and personal re
spects, the pilot group has given us pilot data for comparison with data 
on the main group, as well as the possibilities of pretesting our instru""' 
ments, testing our preliminaryhypotheses and predictions, and separating 
age effects from temporary· environmental effects. 

Panel data 

Following a group of individuals over time with successive collec
tions of data will introduce two kinds of possibly irrelevant variance 
in data. First, we may have a test training effect. The subjects get 
used to the instruments, and the extent to which individuals direct their 
interest to problems in different domains of experiences and knowledge 
is influenced by the content of test~ and inventories with which they 
have had to work. Second, the circumstance that the individuals are. 
conscious of being the subjects of special interest may affect the in
formation they deliver in different types of data both positively and 
negatively. Both these effects can be linear and interaction effects. 

By using more than one age group~ on which the collection of data 
starts at different ages, it is possible to estimate, to aome extent at 
least, the linear effects of testing the same group successively. 

Testing of instruments 

Instruments tox data collection. may be gea:red specifically to the 
natu;t;e and ai.ms o,f a giyen p~oject, This has been the case within the 
Q;~:eb;r:;-o project, To coyer essential areas in the educational and voca
ti.ona.l careet; and in the deyelopii)ent o;t; cti:n}inal beha.yi.or, fo;r: example, 
we have constructed new inst~ments-, mainly inyento;t;i.es, :Pretesting 
such instruments on the pilot group, composed ot the same types of sub
jects ;from the sall}e loc9.l a.;r:ea under the same environtl)ental conditions 
p;t;oyide~ especially e~tectiye intormation as to how the instruments 
should be recons·tructed be~o:re using them on the main g'.t'oup. 

Testing ot·hypotheses 

Our project does not aim at test~ng a certain personality theorr 
for development. Nor has the data collection been steered by one 
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and the same general pexsonality theory, At each stage of the project~ 
.the variables to be covered have been formulated~ and the choice of 
methods for data collection and analysis has been made with regard to the 
specitic aim of the subproject. Moreover, the psychological knowledge 
and the theoretical analyses available for the specific problem area 
have been taken into consideration 

Data from the pilot group have made it possible to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the original set of hypotheses and predictions and to 
revise them for the main group 

Person variables of central interest in longitudinal projects may 
be influenced, sometimes very strongly, by environmental factors. These 
factors may be specific for some individuals but they may also hold for 
the whole group. They may be 1 or interactional~ In a static ~ocie-
ty these factors would not need to be considered in the collection and 
analyses of data, since they would be the same for the next generation 
and would be part of the general development of all individuals. However, 
our society is characterised by rapid and important changes in cultural 
factors such as norms, values, modes, and ideologies, as well as in the 
labour market, in the attitudes to higher education and work etc. Strong 
changes in the environment in essential for the behavior of 
individuals and groups must thus be taken into account. 

It is important to separate general age effects from environmental 
effects, and this can be done most-effectively by studying different age 
groups composed in the same way and living in the same local environment. 
A good example can be taken from the area of educational and vocational 
career. From the time at which the subjects in our pilot study were 
about 13 years of age and had to make their first choice in their educa
tional career, to a few years later, the situation in the labour market 
has undergone dramatic changes The fact that we had data from two age 
groups differing by three years gave us the possibility of observing the 
effects of these changes on the willingness and interest to go on to 
higher education, among other things, and of estimating the strength of 
these effects. 

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES - ADVANTAGES AND rROBLEMS 

The definition and choice 6f.the sample or samples of individuals 
to be studied depend on the purpose of the project. The individuals which 
form the age groups in the Orebro project are supposed to be representative 
for the age groups. Thus they represent a wide range of intelligence and 
social background. The advantage of studying data on groups thus defined 
is obvious; we would hardly have been able to reach our aim as effective
ly with a selected group. For example, data for basic variables for the 
total group form the frame of reference for the interpretation of data 
for any given subgroup, which may be defined in terms of one or a set of 
characteristics and studied in specific respects, However, when the inte
rest is in data for the total groups of indivinuals, using a group of 
individuals with such a wide range of intelligence and social background, 
creates serious methodological problems. These must be considered and 
dealt with in planning the data collection and data analyses. One such 
problem concerning the methods for data collection will be dealt with here. 
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l.n our studi.es o~ the ~hole ~ge g;r;-oups we haye. us.ed invento.J;"~es to 
coyer important aspects of the deyelopment, Inyentor:y data usually con
tain sys.temati.c and uns;yste..mati.c variance caused by the existence oi; i;r;-
relevant factors·. Well..-.known effects of; this type a;r;e those designat..
ed as social desi;r:ability~ acquiescence, etc, Such facto;r;s may influen
ce data in a linear way~ and in an interactional way as well. 

We have had to ,face and eliminate the p-roblem that individuals 
di.ffering in intelligence and/or in other personality variables related 
to social background~ fo~ example? ll1AY in~erp;r;et our i.nstructi.qns, ques.,.. 
tions, and alternatives in procedures fox: data collection differently, 
thus introducing an irrelevant -variance of.unknown size in our data. 
When reliable data are available fo'l;' intelligence o:r other variables 
which we ~ant to control'we can do so by statistical methods, partial 
regression analysis, and covariance analysis, for example, Howevet;'? it 
no special considerations have been taken~ irrelevant factors may in
fluence even highly reliable measures. The'l;'e are strong reasons to 
analyse possible sources of irrelevant variance carefully due to the fact 
that we have unrestricted groups of individuals~ and to try to avoid them 
as far as possible. 

The problem is not unique to our project or to other longitudinal 
projects; it holds true for all research using unrestricted samples of 
individuals. In all these cases it is fundamental to consider it care~ 
fully. 

Minimum level of intelligence 

The first problem in choosing inventories or constructing new ones 
for data collection at ·a certain age level is the minimum level of intelli
gence among the subjects. The items should be understood by everyone, 
i.e. also the least intelligent individuals. For many groups it is there
fore necessary to formulate instructions, items, and alternative answers 
in very simple, concrete terms. In inventories in which the subject has 
to mark one of a number of alternatives, even subjects with a very low 
level of intelligence can mark one alternative without understanding its 
meaning. It might be difficult to ascertain to what extent this is the 
case, if the problem is not given special consideration. Since it is ob
vious that it is essential for all subjects to understand the questions, 
the instruction and the alternatives? e.g-~ pilot studies can be used to 
see if this is the case before the main data are collected. 

Control of intelligence level and·social ·background·a.s·irtelevant facto;r:s 

However, it is not enough that all the subjects understand the in
structions, the questions? and the alternatives, Ther should also under'~"' 
stand and interpret them in the same way, and i.n the way which the researcher 
has intended. Due to dit;f;erences i.n intelligence and/or in social back
ground, individuals may understand and interpret i.nstx-uctions~ questions 
and alternatives di;C.fex-ently~ thus answe:r:ing di.ffeJ:"ent questions. 

One way of avoiding this problem1 to some extent~ is to foill}ulate 
the instructions, quest:i..ons and alternatives in vex-y simple concl;'ete terms 1 
which hopefully have the same meaning tor all subjects, However, even if 
this strategy is possible to ca;t;"r¥ out in some cases tor some limited 
purposes, it is not suf;ficient for avoid~ng the effects under considera
tion. As soon as we want to cover -variables which have to do with attitudes:» 



value&? no~ms P etc, we cannot avoid ;f;ormulati.ons which can be interpreted 
di~;t;e~ently by subjects with different intelligence andLor di;t;;ferent social 
background. And in TI)ost cases we still have the effects of social desir
ability·, and acquiescence. Thus there is an obvious need for data to be 
collected for important variables with methods by which the factors I have 
described are minimized, 

In our project the problem was especially relevant when we wanted 
to study such areas as norms and norm conflict. among teenagers, and cri ..... 
minal behavior among boys. Inventories covering such areas would be espe ..... 
cially sensitive to the irrelevant factors which we wanted to avoid. Tra
ditionally, in studies of norms, for example, the subjects have to answer 
a series of general questions, concerning their own, their peers~, or their 
parents; views. In an attempt to improve the control the irrelevant fac
tors right from the start of the collection of data, we have chosen an
other procedure, which will be described. 

Situation inventories 

In a subproject on norms and norm conflicts among teenagers we were 
interested in elucidating the questions as to whether there is one teen
age culture or distinct subcultures and as to how the norms and evalua
tions of teenagers are related to norms and values among peers and parents, 
as they are experienced and estimated by the youngsters. The study includ
ed two main parts; one in which the evaluations and expectations by the 
youngsters were investigated, and one in which the behavior intentions were 
studied. 

The intention was to m1n1m1ze the effect of differences in intelli
gence and social background in understanding the instructions, the questions 
as much as possible. 

The following ten situations, each involving the breaking of a spe
cific norm, were formulated in concrete, verbally simple terms. 

1. Tomas is walking down the aisle in a department store. 
He has no money but he is longing for sweets. There is 
a whole shelf with sweets; it is unguarded and he is 
tempted to steal a box of candy. · 

2. Bjorn has never smoked hashish. One day he meets some 
friends in town and they say that _they have hash~$h. 
They ask if he wants to try but he is hesitant, 

3. On his way to school Kalle meets some friends who are 
free from school and want to do something fun together, 
Kalle is tempted to play hookey, 

4. Magnus has to be home at a certain time every evening. 
One eyening he meets some friends in town and they are 
going out to the country. They· won'"'t be home until very 
late. Magnus is tempted to go with them but he hesitates 
over staying out that late without permission. 

5. It is exam time, but Johan has not had time to prepare 
himself. It is important for Johan to succeed. He has 
a cheat-sheet with him. He hesitates oyer whether to 
use it. 
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6. In hi.s class Anders has a friend who is using drugs. 
Anders ts worried about him and thinks that he needs 
help to stop his abuse, but the friend doesn~t want any 
help, Anders hesitates over whether he should tell the 
school medical officer or nurse about his friend. 

7. Leffe meets some friends one evening and they· have lots 
of beer and wine. He has never been drunk but the others 
are drinking heavily, He feels a bit dizzy. He is afraid 
that he will drink so much that he gets drunk, 

B. Per has been dating a girl for some time. One evening 
he is at her place when her parents are away, They 
like each other very much, but Per is not certain whether 
they should use the opportunity to have sexual intercourse. 

9. Bo~s friends loiter about town every evening. They usu
ally stand talking at the street corner or sit in a cafe. 
Bo finds himself hanging out with them more and more often. 
He wants to be part of the gang but he hesitates over 
whether to loiter about town every· evening. 

10. Lars~ parents have forbidden him from going to "parent 
free" parties.. He is invited to that kind of party and 
wants to go. All his friends are going but he hesitates 
over whether he should go and disobey his parents"' orders. 

~or each situation the subjects had to answer five questions: 

1. If your peers found themselves in the same situation as Tomas what 
do you think they would do? 

- My peers ""' 

would would would I am not sure would would would 
absolutely probably perhaps whether they perhaps probably definitely 
not not not would 

D 1 02 0 3 0 4 D 5 D 6 07 
take a candybox (shop-lift) 

2. To be quite honest, what would you do in such a situation? 

- I myself -

would would would ~ am not sure would would would 
absolutely probably perhaps whether they perhaps probably de;finitely 
not not not would 

D 1 0 2 0 3 tJ4 D 5 06 0 7 

take a candybox (shop-lift} 
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3, What do you believe .:you:r ;parents think you would do'l 

- My parents think that I ~ 

would would would I am not sure would would would 
absolutely p~obably perhaps whether they· perhaps probably definitely 
not not not would · 

0 1 D 2 03 4 D 5 D 6 07 
take a candybox (shop-lift) 

4. How do you think your parents and your peers would react, if they 
found out that you had shop-lifted? 

My parents 

My peers 

would 
probably 
not worry 

D 1 

D 1 

5. Have you yourself 

Never 

Once 

2-3 times 

4-10 times 

more than 10 times 

The inventory is 

would 
perhaps 
not worry 

D 2 

0 2 

I don""t know they would 
how they probably 
would react disapprove 

D 3 D 4 

D 3 0 4 

shop-lifted? 

0 1 

D 2 

D 3 

D 4 

D 5 

presented in Appendix A. 

they would de-
finitely d.is
approve strongly 

05 
05 

This strategy has the advantage of directing the interest towards 
norms in terms of true-to-life acts instead of directing it towards the 
abstract content of verbal statements. Defining norms and norm breaks in 
terms of specific acts in given situations may reasonably be assumed to 
provide a greater probability (a) that the subjects understand easily, 
precisely and similarly to which norm a possible break refers which in 
turn implies (b) that they are taking a stand concerning the same norm 
break. 

The data from such an inventory can be used as data from tradition
al inventories are used~ i.e. by s~ing scores across situations to arri
ve at a sum score of behavior intentions and estimated intentions among 
peers and parents, Ho~eyer, besides the advantageous psychological and 
methodological effects which were mentioned above 1 the type of data ob.,.. 
tained from situation inventories is especially useful for analyses in 
the interactional frame'ot reference. During recent years the interest 
in personality research has been devoted to the person-by~situation inter
action in which behavior develops~ both in learning process oyer time 
in a series of situations, and in a. specif;ic 1 actual situation (see e,g,~ 
Endler & Magnusson, 1976; Magnusson, 1976}4 In the interactional model 
of behavior, the continuous bidirectional influence of person and situa
tion factors has been the focus of much debate and research. 
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One central p.ssumption in an i.nteractional model o;e behavior is 
that the characteristics of individuals are to be. ~ought in their speci.
fic patterns o~ stable and changing behavi.ors across situations o~ di,~ ... 
;ferent kinds. In that ;frame o;f ;reference the question of the existence 
of one homogeneous teenage culture was investigated in the following 
way, using latent profile analysis for the treatment of data. · 

Latent profile analy·sis categorizes individuals in homogeneous 
groups· on the basis ox their prot'iles ~ in this specific cp.se on the 
basis of their profiles of behavior intentions across situations. The 
method has the advantage of not requiring any specific type o£ distribu
tion of data or linearity in the relationship among the variables~ The 
advantages and weak points of the method have been discussed by Mardberg 
(1973), among others. 

In Figure 1 the outcome of the analysis is presented. It is indi'<"" 
cated that we can separate five subgroups of individuals~ each with its 
specific, characteristic profiles of behavior intentions across a number 
of relevant norm situations. The meaningfulness of the grouping of indi
viduals in these five subgroups has been investigated by testing predic
tions about the relationships between subgroup identity, and other psycho
logical characteristics. The calculations show that the subgroups dLffer 
in predictable ways with respect to other variables at the same age~ and 
sometimes even at the early age of ten. Differences in cross-situational 
profiles for behavior intentions thus reflect different life styles, 
strongly questioning the rather common assumption that a homogeneous teen"" 
age culture exists. 

INFORMATION AND CO:MMUNICATION IN LARGE SCALE 

LONGITUDINAL RESEMCH 

The success of longitudinal research is dependent upon the coopera.
tion of individuals not only on each. testing occasion but also contin
uously. To form and to maintain cooperative relations to the subjects are 
thus imperative. 

For a number of years~ our data collections concerned children, 
and were performed in the ho.mes and in the schools, This fact entailed 
the necessity of continuous cooperation with the pupils? the parents, 
the teachers, and the school-authorities. Much work has therefore been 
devoted to information and to communication with these groups, Measures. 
taken in this context have been chosen with respect to the group and 
problems involved. 

A reference group 

A central role in the planning o~ every stage of the data collec
tions has been played by a reference group, which was ~ormed at the 
beginning of the project and which has served during the whole period 
of data collections in the school system of Orebro. The composition of 
the group had been surpJ."i.singly stable, at';fected only by changes in pro
fessional positions o~ single 11Jeii)bers. 

The reference group has consisted of one member ,from the Swedish 
Board of Education~ one member from the local board of education (the 



Girls 

1.. Smoke hashish 

2. Shop-lift 

3.. Play hookey 

4 .. Loiter in town every evening._ __ 

15. out late without perm. 

6.. Cheat in an exam/interrog. 

7 .. Get drunk 

8.. Ignore parents' disapproval 
of parent-free parties 

Scale: 

1 = would absolute! y not 
7 = would deffftitely 
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chai;rman}? the head o;e the local school syateD}p one ~chool principal, 
one m~mber of the parent....,teacher as·s.ociation, and one teacher ~;r;onJ each 
of the three main g;rade groupings in the school system. 

At an ea~ly atage o;f the planning of each data collection~ the 
preliminary material which was to be distributed was discussed in meet .... 
ings with th.e re;ference group. The contact with administrative repre~ 
sentatives made it possible to discuss administrative limiations and 
how to handle them p;t;operly. The representatives of the teachers and 
the parents· provided ess-ential information about attitudes and reactions 
towards the torm and content o~ our methods, Tbe merobers of the refe
rence group participated very actively and cons-tructively and played a 
substantial role for the success of the data collections. 

Parents and teachers 

Besides a direct influence on the p~ocedures and instruments ;{:or 
data collection, the reference group provided a direct contact with the 
school authorities, the teachers organisations, and the parents organisa.~ 
tion. The information to the single individuals who became involved~ 
as subjects, as parents, or as teachers, was also an iroportant pa;rt o~ 
the project·. Continuous. written information was given to the parents 
in connection with the parts of the data collections which did not con
cern internal school variables. All teachers were also info;r:med before...
hand, in close cooperation with the school authorities, On each data 
collection occasion, one member of the research group was present at 
each school, ready to answer questions from the teachers and to present 
supplementary information. Besides giving them information i.n the in.,.. 
structions accompanying di.;f:ferent collections of data.:P th.e. pupils were 
regularly invited to comment upon and discuss whatever they wished con..
cerning the specific procedure and its content. 

The press 

In a large_scale data collecti0.n running oyer a rather long period 
of time, there are many possibilities for mi.sunderstandings and conflicts, 
Stories· are told and rumours circulate about procedures and about the 
specific or general content of certain instruments. There are many examples 
of how such things have caused serious trouble in longitudinal projects. 

The press can play an important role in this area. It is the duty 
of the press to obserye and scrutinize what is going on in society and 
to present its findings to the public. However, it has happened that 
the press has published information about research projects which has 
been based on false facts or misunderstanding of facts~ whereupon the 
changes. of fulfi-lling the p:rojects have been severely damaged, Such 
incidents have led to a critical and suspicious attitude towards the 
press. among researchers in the behavioral and the social sciences. Many 
resea);'chers have tried to avoid giving the p;ress access to their instru
ments. 

We took the initiative to co'F'operate closely with the two local 
papers, a cooperati.on whi.ch has functioned very effectively during the 
whole period of the project, The editors of the papers were given full 
information about each stage of the project, including all tests and 
instruments, and each paper appointed a special me~ber o~ its staff to 
follow the project in cooperation with the researchers, We have contin.,.. 
uously distributed material about the project to the papers for publica'"" 
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tion~ We have done so prior to the extensive data collections and we 
have contributed short articles about results which we judged could be 
published without affecting further data collections, 

The cooperation with the press has been very successfulq In no 
way have the papers misused our in~ormation; on the contrary~ they have 
supported us in their regular publicity. We have also seen cases where 
the journalists, since they have had access to ;(ull inf.ormati:.on, haye 
been able to inform parents who have contacted the~ that the intormation 
that they had received ;from their children about what was goi..ng on was 
not correct. The fact that we have been able to collect data ;from mo;re 
than 2,000 subjects over a period o;f thirteen years without any serious 
con~lict or negative public debate is certainly due to a high degree to 
our cooperation with the press. 

Comments 

Handling information and communication probler9s has taken more 
time and resources than expected. However, this wo;r:k is a necess.a.ry 
precondition 'for good results in large scale longitudinal research and 
here it has obviously been worthwhile. A few figures can be presented 
to illustrate the trust with which parents and pupils have supplied us 
with information, even if it has sometimes been of a very personal 
character. 

' In the first stage o:t' the project, the parents were asked to fill 
in an inventory and 98 percent of them did so. In 1975 a data collection 
took place for the pilot group, when the members were 23 years of age. 
Among those who had left school at the age of sixteen seven years ear.,.. 
lier, without going on to higher education, 84 percent answered the 
inventory, and among those who had graduated from the gymnasium four 
years earlier, 93 percent answered. · 

Such a high rate of participation would not have been obtained, 
if considerable amount of time and other resources had not been deyoted 
to analyses and discussions of information and co~nication problems 
in the planning stages and thereafter. It is indicated that the subjects 
place a high degree of trust in the project. Such trust is'a necessary 
condition for the effective carrying through of a longitudinal project~ 
In such projects, the researcher is forced to handle carefully the p;rob't"" 
lems· connected with spread of information to and communication with all 
parts involved. This fact should be observed by all those, who from the 
outside, advocate a bureaucratic control of theethical aspects of. scienti~ 
fie work. 
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1. 

Tomas is in the department store and is walking between the shelves .. He has no 

·money but he is longing for sweets. There is a whole shelf with sweets and it is 

unguarded and he is tempted to take a candybox and pilfer .. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Tomas what do you 

think they would do ? .. My peers 

would ab- j would prob-~ would per-~ I a·m not sure .. ,would lwould I would n1usL 

solutely not ably not haps not wether they would perhaps probably cc rtainl y 
~-----~----

take a candybox (pilfer) 

-------------------------------------------- -·-- . 

2 To be quite honest, what would~ do in such a situation? 

-I ·myself 
would ab- I would prob-1 would per-l I a·.m not sure , 1 .. 0, would I would 1wou:ci m• . , 

solutely not ably not haps not _w~ther I wol.l.Jd perhaps probably! certa~ iLly 

0+ 

take a candybox (pilfer) 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

-My parents think that I 
would ab- I would prob-~ would per-~ I am not sure ;!would \would !would n1;,.:, 

solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probablyj ce rtd.i.i•"; 
I would o, o.t 0 3 -o+ 

take a candybox (pilfer) 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react", if they found out 

that you. had pilferred ~ _ 

would prob- would per- I don't they would they W<i•.• II, 

ably not worry haps not worry know how probably c c r L.:.u .u ly 
they would disapprove d i s a pi) r o '· · e 
react strongly 

My parents ........ 01 OJ. 03 0'l oj-
My peers •••••••• 07 Ol OJ 01 c 



5 
Have you yourself been pilfering any time? 

Never • .. . • .. • .. • • • • • • .. 0 1 

Once • • • • • • • · • .. • • · • .. 0 J.. 
2•3 times ....... · .... · .. 0 3 

4- 1 0 times .. · • • · .. .. " • · • 0 f 
·more than 10 times • • .. 0 S 



2. 

Bjorn has never s·moked hashish. One day he ·meets some friends in town and 

they say that they have hashish. They ask if he want to try but he is hesitant. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the same situation as Bjorn what do you think 

they would do ? My peers 

would ab- j would prob-~ would per-~ I am not sure tfwould lwould 'would most 
solutely not ably not haps n .. ot ~ethe! they would perhaps probably certainly 

s·moke hashish 

2 To be quite honest, what would you do in such a situation? 

-I ·myself 
would ab- I would prob-~ would per .... I I a·.m not sure I would I would lwouL. 

solutely not ably not haps not · wether I would perhaps probably c~r,.-, 

s·moke hashish 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

-My parents think that I 
would ab- I would prob-~ would per-~ I am not sure :!would I would lwould 1L .. _,._ 

solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probably; ccri.'• ,>" / 
~ould 07 o~ Oa u~-- 0" 6 r 

s·moke hashish 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react if they found out 

that you had s·moked hashish_? 

My parents •••.•• " 

My peers ........ . 

would prob
ably not worry 

would per- I don't they would 
haps not worry know how probably 

they would disapprove 
react 

03 0+ 
OJ *'I 

they WC•I(Li 

cc rtain '! 
diHapprvve 
strongly 

:;· 



5 Have you been s·moking hashish any time? 

Never • • . • • • • • .. .. • • .. • 0 1 

Once • • • • · • • • • .. • • • • • 0 J.. 
2•3 times ..... • •. • • • • • 0 5 
4-10 timeS••••••••••• 0 -'t 
·more than 10 times • • • 0 S 



3. 

On his way to school Kalle ·meets some friends who are free from school and 

want to do something fun together. Kalle is really, te·mpted to ignore school 

and play truant. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa:me situation as Kalle, what do you 

think they would do? _ 
My peers 

would ab- j would prob-~ would per-~ I am not sure ~~would \would I would mos ~ 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they would perhaps probably ce1·la.i.nly 

Dj" 

play truant 

2 To be quite honest, what would~ do in such a situation? 

-I ·myself 
would ab- j would prob-1 would per-, I a;.m not sure 

solutely not ably not haps not _ ~-~t_!?.er I would 
would I would !would most I perhaps probably certain:y 

o~ 

play truant 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

"-Mv parents think that I 
would ab- I would prob-1 would per-•1. I am not sure . 'would I would twoulu. n~ 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probably1 cerl.A.Ll , ,, 

I would 0 7 oJ, 0 3 o-~--- -- o.,. 6 -~ 

play truant 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react. if they found out 

that you had played truant.? 

would prob- would per- I don't they would they wo-ui, 
aoly not worry haps not worry know how probably cc rtainly 

they would disapprove disapprove 
react strongly 

My parents •••.••• 01 Ol 03 0+ o~-

07 o.z. 03 i---r I o"" 
My peers ......... U'"~ ...._.... 



5 Have you yourself been playing truant any time? 

Never .................. .. 
Once ............... 
2•3 times .... • .. • · .. • • · • 
4-10 times .• • • • • ...... • • • 
·more than 10 times • " • 

0 1 

0 .L 
D 3 
0-'t 
OS 



4 .. 
h~v 

Magnus has to be~ at a certain ti'me every evening .. One evening he ·meets 

some friends in town and they are going out into t~e country. They won' t be 

home until very late. Magnus is te·mpted to go with the·m but he hesitates over 

whether he shall stay out that late without permission. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Magnus what do you 

think they would do? .. My peers 

would ab- j would prob-,would per-, I a·m not sure ;lwould lwould lwou1d n1ost 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they would perhaps probably cert<-tin1y 

o~ ·;;.. 

stay out that late without permission 

2 To be quite honest, what would you do in such a situation? 

-I ·myself 
would ab

solutely not I would prob-1 would per-~ I a·.-m not sure 
ably not haps not ~.etE-e!} y.rould 

;I would j would !would mo s · 
perhaps probably certainly 

07 O.z 0 3 Do;, 

stay out that late without permission 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

_My parents think that I 

would ab- l would prob-, would per•j I a·m not sure " 'would }would twould most 
solutely not ably not haps not ·wether they think perhaps probably! certainly 

I would 
o~ o.t 0 3 o~- D" 0 6 T 

stay out that late without permission 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would reac:t if they found out 

that you.had stayed out. that l~te without per:~ission? 

would prob- would per- ·r don't they would 
ably not worry haps not worry know how probably 

they would disapprove 
react 

My parents ...... .. Dj 
My peers ........ . 03 

they wo , itt 
certailltJ' 
disappr . \ 
strong; 
O:,· 



5 
Have you yourself been staying out that late without permission? 

Never ................... .. 
Once ............... 
2--3 times ............. .. 
4-iOtimes••••••••••• 
·more than 10 times .. • .. 

0 1 

0 .L 
0 3 

O"t 
0 s 



5 .. 

They are going to have an exa·m, but Johan has not had time to prepare himself., 

It is important for Johan to succeed .. He has brought a scrap of paper with notes. 

He hesitates over whether to take up the note and cheat .. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Johan what do you think 

they would do? - ·My peers 
would ab- j would prob-~ would per-~ I a:m not sure .,would \would I would most 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they would perhaps probably certainly 

up the note and cheat 

2 To be quite honest,. what would do in such a situation? 

_I ·myself 

would ab- I would prob-1 would per- \I a:;m not sure 
solutely not ably not haps not wether !_!'ould 

;l would I would lwould most 
perhaps probably certainly 

take up the note and cheat 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

_My parents think that I 

would ab- I would prob-~ would per•j I a:m not sure lwould !would jwould rrJ•);-,l 

solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probably1 certainly 

o 7 o..t oa t y;ld o/ , , 

take up the note and cheat 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react if they found out 

that you had taken up the not~ and eheated .. ~.-

would prob- would per- ·r don't they would 
aoly not worry haps not worry know how probably 

they would disapprove 
react 

My parents • ., ...... oj 
My peers •••••••• OJ 

they would 
cc rtainly 
disapprove 
strongly oj-



5 
Have you yourself been cheating any time? 

Never ................ . 0 1 

Once • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • 0 J.. 

2•3 times " •• • • · · • • • • .. D 3 
4-10 times • · • .. • .. • • • • " 0 -'! 
·more than 10 times • • • 0 S 



- 6 .. 

In his class Anders has a friend who is using drugs. Anders is worried about him 

and thinks that he needs help to stop his abuse, b11;t the friend doesn't want any help. 

Anders hesitates over whether he should tell the school ·medical officer or nurse 

about his friend. 

1 Iff your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Anders, what do you 

think they would do? ... My peers 

would j would prob-~ would per-, I' am not sure ;I would \would I would most 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they would perhaps probably certainly 

tell the school ·medical officer or nurse 

2 To be quite honest, what would you do in such a situation? 

_I ·myself 

would ab- I would prob-1 would per-, I a·.m not sure 
solutely not ably not haps not _wether I would I would I would !would n-toti i 

perhaps probably certainly 

7 

tell the school ·medical officer or nurse 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

_My parents think that I 

would ab- I would prob-~ would per-~ I am not sure 'would lwould twould n'lO;:>l 

solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probably\ certainly 
I would 

O..t 03 0+ " 6 ~ 

tell the school ·medical officer or nurse 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react if they found out 

that you had told the school ~edica.l office;r_ or nurse? 

would prob- would per- ·r don't they would 
ably not worry haps not worry know how probably 

they would disapprove 
react 

My parents ....... . o~ o~ 

My peers ., ••.•••• oj o~ 

they would. 
cc rtainly 
disapprove 
strongly 
o~-



5 
Have you been telling the school ·medical officer or nurse about any friend 

with such a proble·m? 
1 Never • • • • • • • • • .. . .. • .. 0 

Once •• • • • ... · • • • • · • • 0 J.. 
2•3 times • • . · .. · · • • • · .. 0 :3 
4 ... 1 0 times • · • • · • • " • · "' 0 -'! 
·more than 10 times • •" 0 S 



7. 

Leffe ·meets so·me friends one evening and they have lots of beer and wine. He has 

never been drunk but the others drink quantities .. He feels a bit dizzy and he is afraid 

that he will drink so ·much tHat he gets· drunk .. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Leffe what do you 

think they would do? 
-My peers 

would ab- j would prob-~ would per-~ I a·m not sure jwould 'would I would most 
solutely not ably not haps not wether -~-J:l_ey ~ould perhaps probably certainly 

drink so ·much that they got drunk 

2 To be quite honest, what would you do in such a situation? 

_]·myself 

would ab- I would prob-\ would per-\ I a·.m not sure 
solutely not ably not haps not ~~~!.h_er would 

-~ would I would !would m u ~ .• 
perhaps probably certainly 

drink so ·much that I got drunk 

---------------------------------------------------
3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

-My parents think that I 

would ab- I would prob-~ would per-t I a·m not sure · !would lwould twoul(~ c~ 
solutely not ably not haps not · ~eth~r they think perhaps probably1 cc rto_. 

I would 

O.t Oa o~ 0" ' :; 
drink so ·much that I gat drunk 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would reac.t if they found out 

that yoU: had drunk sp_ ·much that }l.PU got drunk? 

would prob- would per- I don't they would 
ably not worry haps not worry know how probably 

they would disapprove 
react 

My parents •••.••• 0.3 
My peers ......... . OJ 

they would 
certainly 
disapprove 
strongly 
LJ.f 



5 
Have you yourself been drinking so ·much that you had got drunk any time? 

Never • • • • . • • .. • • • .. • .. 0 1 

Once • • • · · • • · • • • .. • • • 0 .l 
2•3 times ••• • ... · •.• • .. 0 3 

4-10 times • · · • • • • • • • • 0 -'I 
·more than 10 times • • • 0 S 



~ 

~"B () 's 
B-osl!eS friends loiter about town every evening. They use to stand talking in the 

street corner or sit in a cafe. Bo~ used to be with them sometimes but lately 

has has been with the·m ·more often. He wants to be with the gang but he hesitates 

over whether to loiter about town every evening .. 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the sa·me situation as Bosse what do you 

think they would do ? - .. My peers 

would ab... J would prob-~ would r-1 I a:m not sure 
solutely not ably not haps not 

.I would 
pe 

'

would I would most 
probably certainly 

loiter about town every evening 

2 To be quite honest,. what would you do in such a situation? 

_I ·myself 

would ab- I would prob-1 would per-\ I a·.m not sure what! would I would !would most 
solutely not ably not haps not wether I would perhaps probably ce J.·tainly 

loiter about town every evening 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do? 

_My parents think that I 

would ab- I would prob-~ would per-~ I a:m not sure .,would I would twould most 
.solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probably! certainly 

I would 

0' O.t 0 3 0+ 0" o~ :;t 

loiter about town every evening 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react if they found out 

that you had loitered about t~~n eve-ry eve~~ng? 

would prob- would per- I don't !they would 
ably not worry haps not worry know how . proi y 

they wouldjdisapprove 
react 

My parents ....... . 03 
My peers •••.•••• 03 ,---,I u-r 

they wou] (~ 
c c rtair. ly 
disapprov'-.! 
strongly oj-



5 
Have you been loitering about town every evening? 

Never .. .. . • .. • • • • .. • .. • .. 0 1 

Once ......... • • .. • · .. • 0 .J.. 

2•3 times " ........ • .• • " 0 3 

4-10 times • .... • .. • " • • " 0 f 
·more than 10 times • .. " 0 S 



---~' parents have prohibited him from going to "parent free" • He is 

invited to that kind of party and wants to go. All h,is friends are going but he 

hesitates over whether he should go and ignore his parents' prohibition., 

1 If your peers found the·mselves in the same situation as Lasse what do you 

think they would do? ··My peers 
would I would prob-~ would pe r-J I am not sure · would \would I would ·most 
solutely not ably not haps not ~ether th~y would (perhaps probably certainly 

1 

ignore the parents' prohibition 

2 To be quite honest,· what would you do in such a situation? 

-I ·myself 
would ab- I would prob-~ would per-, I a·;m not sure 

solutely not ably not haps not ~~ther I would 
., would I would !would n1os t 

perhaps probably certainly 

+ 

ignore ·my parents' prohibition 

3 What do you believe your parents think you would do ? 

-My parents think that I 

would ab- I would prob-~ would per-~ I a:m not sure 'would I would jwould ·most 
solutely not ably not haps not wether they think perhaps probablY! certainly 

I would 

' 0-t Oa 0+ Os- 0 6 :r 

ignore the parents' prohibition 

4 How do you think your parents and your peers would react if they found out 

that you had ignored your p~rents '-prohib~.!ion? 

would prob- would per- 'I don't they would 
a'bly not worry haps not worry know how probably· 

they would disapprove 
react 

My parents •••.••• 03 
My peers •••.•••• 0.3 

they would 
cc rtainly 
disapprove 
strongly 
o~-

o:r 



5 

Have you been ignoring your parents' prohibition any time? 

Never •. • •••••••• • •• 
Once ••••••••• 0 ••••• 

2-3 times • • • . • . · .. • • ... 
4-10 times .. · ••• " ........ 
·more than 10 times • • • 

1 0 
0 J.. 

0 3 
Of 
OS 



List E .. 

What YOU YOURSELF think. 

1 l think it is 
very silly rather not rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 03 o~ s 1 

to cheat in exa·ms or interrogations 

2 I think it is -
very silly rather not rather quite 
silly silly OK OK 

o~ 03 06 ~ 

to s·moke hashish 

3 l think it is 
very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly · silly OK OK OK 

.., OJ. o-5. .. D• 06 06 D"' 
to stay out late at night without permission 

4 l think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

Del. o~ 04- 05 0' L. 

to play truant fro·m school ' 

5 l think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK 

r-', l __ , o.~. G 0+ 06 0' " 
to get drunk (on beer, wine or spirits) 

6 ! think it is 
very silly rather not really rather quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

0' OJ. D 0-t Or- 0, 
to have sexual intercour.se with a boy/ girl friend 



7 I think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

0' o.a 0" 0-t 0' O• 0" 
to pilfer fro·m shops 

8 I think it is .... 
very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 OJ. OJ 0+ Ocr 0' y-,"1-
1.-J 

to talk to the school ·medical officer or nurse 
about a friend with drug proble·ms (to help the friend) 

9 !. think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

o~ 0.3. D-' 0• 06 0' r~ 
1...-..4 

to ig~ore parents' prohibitions (for exa-mple to go to 
g. "Ri;t~Dt f;t~e" :Qert~ in s:eit~ Qf th~ J2arent§' :erohibitions) 

10 !.. think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 0.1. 0" D .. DtJ 06 o~ 

to loiter about town every evening (or hang around 
a drug store) 



:Gist F .. 

What you believe your parents think about adolescents doing different things. 

1 My parents think it is 
I 

very silly rather notre rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 Dl 03 o~ 6 6 1 

to loiter about town every evening 
a drug store) 

(or hang around 

2 

very silly rather rather quite 
silly silly 

o~ Os 6 0" 
to pil£e r from shops 

3 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

Dl O.t o.s. 0+ 06 06 0,. 
to cheat in exa·ms or interrogations 

4 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

07 OJ. o~ .o+ Ocr 0' o~ 

to hav:e sexual intercourse 'with a boy/girl friend 

5 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

r:, 
L-~ OJ. CY D+ Otr 0' ~ 

to s·moke hashish 

6 My parents think it is 
very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 Del D o~ of" 0' 0, 
to play truant from school 



7 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 O.t 0-' 0+ 0' o~~ Di' 
to ignore parents' prohibitions 

8 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

0' o~ 0" 0+ tJ 0' 0" 
to stay out late at night without J?ermission 

9 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

D? 0.2. 0-' 0• 0& 0' o~ 

to g~t grunk {on beer, wine or spirits) 

10 My parents think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK 01< 

01 D.L 0" o~ 06 06 r. ~ 
~ 

to talk to the school ·medical officer or nurse 
about a friend with drug proble·ms (to help the friend) 



You have now said what you believe your parents think about ten different things 

concerning adolescents. Are there some of these things that you believe your 

parents think it is really important that you stay away from? 

You answer by giving the number of the questions (1 - 10) in the small squares. 

(It is not necessary to give three answers). 

1.. Number D 

2. Number 0 

3., Number 0 

12 

Are there any of these ten things that your parents wouldn't care too much about 

if you did? 

L Number tJ 

2. Number 0 

3. Number 0 

13 

When you said what you believed your parents thought did you think ·most about 

What your ·mother thinks .......... 0 
What your father thinks • . . . . • • .. • 0 
What both your parents think ....... 0 

I have only one parent. •..•.•.••• 0 

14 

Do you think your parents are of the sa·me opinion about these things? 

They have the sa·me opinion ... q,_Jf .................................. O 
They haven't the sa-me opinion~ ·mother is ·more restrictive •.•..•• 0 
They haven't the sa·me opinion - father is more restrictive ....... .. 



List K. 

(By 'peers' we ·mean those whose opinions you care most about, whether they 

are in your class, in a gang or best friends 

1 

very 
silly 

07 

2 

very 
silly 

01 

3 

very 
silly 

01 

4 

very 
silly 

5 

very 
silly 

6 
very 
silly 

0' 

silly 

silly 

silly 

silly 

silly 

silly 

OJ. 

rather 
silly 

03 

rather 
silly 

O:s 

rather 
silly 

o5. 

rather 
silly 

My peers ~hink it is 

not really rather 
OK 

to play truant fro·m school 

rather 
OK 

06 
OK 

to stay out late. at night without permission 

My peers think it is 
not really 

OK 

D• 

rather 
OK 

06 
OK 

to get drunk ( on beer, wine or spirits) 

My peers think it is 

not really 
OK 

0+ 

rather 
OK 

OK 

to cheat in exa.·ms or interrogations 

My peers think it is 
rather not really rather 

OK silly OK 

quite 

quite 
OK 

quite 
OK 

CJ?-

quite 
OK 

quite 
OK 

to have sexual intercourse with a. boy/girl friend 

My peers think it is 
rather not really rather quite 
silly OK OK OK 

fY 0_. o'" Or 
to s·moke hashish 



7 My peers think it is · 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 Del 0-' 0• 0' 06 t-, f,. 
•. .-b 

to loiter abouttown every evening (or hang around 

8 My peers think it is 
very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

0, Del OJ 0+ (j' 0' o~ 

to ignore parents' prohibitions 

9 My peers think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

01 o.a OJ 0• Ocr 0' r--1 t_; ~ 

to talk to the school ·medical officer or nurse 
about a friend with drug proble·ms (to help the friend) 

10 My peers think it is 

very silly rather not really rather OK quite 
silly silly OK OK OK 

Ot DoL 0" D .. 05 06 c~ 

to pilfer fro·m shops 



11 

You have now said what your peers think about ten different things. Are there 

any things that your peers think it is brave to do? 

You answer by giving the number of the questions ( 1 ... 10) in the small squares .. 

(It is not necessary to give three answers). 

L Number 

2. Number 

3. Number 

12 

Are there any of these things that your peers think you definitly had better stay 

away from? 

1. Number 

2. Number 

3. Number 

13 

When you said what you think your peers thought about these things did you think 

·most about 

What your class·mates in general think •.•.•......•• 0 

What your friends in the gang think ................ " 0 

What your best friend thinks ....................... 0 

14 

If you have said what your best friend or your friends in the gang think: Do you 

think that your friends think differently from your class·mates? 

Do your friends think ·more things silly ........ 0 

Do your friends think ·more things OK • • . . • . . • 0 

Do they think in about the sa·me way? ..•....• 0 


